San Diego State University Imperial Valley campus students receive scholarship awards

Scholarships were awarded to four San Diego State University-Imperial Valley campus students Friday morning by local benefactors on their way to furthering their education and career goals.

SDSU-IV graduate student Celina Virgen was awarded the Emily Wogaman Scholarship while seniors Victor Ruiz, Maria Escobar and Guadalupe Escobar received the Alejandro and Florencia Nogales Scholarship by scholarship representatives and campus dean David Pearson.

“One of the most important things of all is to find ways to be able to finance and help our students make it through higher ed,” Pearson said.

“One of the most important ways is through the generosity of folks who can help provide the dollars to assist (students) with (their) education.

“It’s very, very exciting and a time of great pride,” he said.

Staff Writer Roman Flores can be reached at 760-337-3349 or rflores@ivpressonline.com
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